Osney Lock
Hydro

Water, water
everywhere…
• The location we know as the
City of Oxford was first settled
by the Saxons in around 900 CE
 Its location by the river Thames
played a key role in their choice
 It was named Oxanforda which
means ‘ford for the oxen’, a ford is
a shallow crossing place on a river
 How many British towns or cities can
you think of where their names has been
influenced by the rivers that run through them?
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Osney Island
• Osney Island is located to the
west of the city and bordered
by the Thames and its streams
 The island is accessed by 4 bridges

Osney Island

 It is home to almost 300 households
and has a real sense of community
 Just beyond the island is a weir and
a facility that enables boats to progress
safely downstream. What is this called?
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A powerful
history
• Osney Power Station, Oxford’s
first electrical power plant, opened
in 1892 and was in use until 1968
 Why do you think this location on the
river was chosen for the power station?
 In its first year of operation, the Osney
Power Station supplied electricity to only
5 street lamps and 11 business premises
 Why do you think these numbers might
have been so low?
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Encouraging
beginnings
• In 2001 local residents came
up with an idea for a new power
generation scheme for Osney
 They hoped to plan and develop a
community-owned hydro scheme
 The community were consulted
and surveyed to gauge support
 How do you think local people felt
about the idea of building a hydropower
scheme in the heart of their community?
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Why hydro?
• Renewable energy including
wind, solar and hydro is a fast
growing industry
 Why do you think hydro was chosen
for this location over wind and solar?
 Studies were carried out to find the
best local site for a hydro
 What particular features of the river
at Osney make it a suitable site?
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Task 1: The right renewable
• Look at the 4 locations below, can you identify a suitable type of
renewable energy for each one?
• Well done if you can work out the most appropriate type of
renewable energy for location 4!

1. An open disused
brown field site

2. An open hillside
away from houses

3. A weir next to a
small town

4. An area with
natural hot springs
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renewable energy for location 4!
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brown field site

2. An open hillside
away from houses

3. A weir next to a
small town

4. An area with
natural hot springs

1. Solar array,
photovoltaic
solar Panels

2. Wind farm,
wind turbines

3. hydro scheme
‘Run of river’
turbine

4. Geothermal
scheme, steam
turbines
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A community hydro
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Working
together
• Throughout planning the
team continued to consult
residents on land and water!
 What type of reassurances might
local residents have wanted?
 Planning permission for the
hydro was granted In February 2013
 In April 2013 residents were able to
invest in the hydro by buying shares
 What do you think it means to have a
share in a company or project like OLH?
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Building
the hydro
• In the summer of 2013, building
work finally got underway
 In 2014, on Tuesday 25th March,
the Archimedean screw was installed
 In October the powerhouse was built
and electrics and PV solar roof installed
 Electricity was first generated in May 2015
 Why do you think solar panels have
been used in the powerhouse roof?
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Installing the screw
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Energy boost
• An array of photovoltaic
solar panels was built into
the roof of the powerhouse
 These increase the amount of green
electricity the project can generate
 They have the added advantage of
letting natural light into the building
 Do PV solar panels need full
sunshine to generate electricity?
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Performance
• The annual electrical generation
target for OLH is 179,000 kWh
 This is enough electricity to power
approximately 55 homes
 In the year 2018/2019 generation
exceeded the target at 194,330 kWh!
 Why do you think hydro generation
is very dependent on rainfall?
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Task 2: About OLH
• Using the words in the list below, fill in the gaps in the following
sentences
55

community
generates

electricity

2013

Archimedean

hydro

reverse
2001

shares
Osney

•

In ____ a group of local residents came up with an idea for a new
power generation scheme for _____ Island

•

As a _________ owned scheme, residents were able to buy ______

•

Work to build the _____ got underway in ____

•

The hydro uses a _______ ____________screw turbine

•

The hydro _________ enough ________ to
power about __ homes
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Mucking in
• Because it is a community
project, local volunteers work
together to maintain the hydro
 Jobs include clearing river
debris from the trash screen
 Volunteers also help with gardening
and keeping the site tidy and clean
 Why do you think people are keen
to volunteer to help in these ways?
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Investing in
the future
• The OLH scheme has shown
that people working together
can make positive change
 A key aim of building the hydro
was to create a sustainable income
stream to fund environmental projects
 In total the OLH team hope to
provide over £2 million support
during the lifetime of the project
 How do you think this sustainable
income stream might be generated?
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Education
• OLH is also keen to educate
people about hydropower
and renewable energy
 Visiting schools and running
projects with pupils as well as
offering guided tours of the hydro
 The have also taken part in interviews
and discussion on TV, radio, online and
in print to spread the word
 Why do you think education about
renewable energy is so important?
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Wildlife
welcome
• One of the key objectives
when planning OLH was
to encourage biodiversity
 The area around the hydro has
been planted to enable wildlife to
thrive in and around the riverside
 Steps have been taken to ensure that
fish can pass through the hydro safely
 What types of wildlife can be attracted
to the area by planting flowers and shrubs?
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City pride
• In October 2019 Lord Mayor
of Oxford, Councillor Craig
Simmons paid OLH a visit
 He had been invited to speak at the
Urban Economy Forum 2019 in Canada
 Instead of attending, he created a video
exploring all the ways in which Oxford
communities are tackling climate change
 Why do you think he chose to make the
video instead of travelling to Canada?
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Inspiring
others!
• Since its construction, Osney
Lock Hydro has inspired
community collaborations
 Local residents have helped to raise
awareness of environmental issues
 The project inspired an arts project
which turned the hydro and local streets
into a river themed open air gallery
 Can you think of any communities
near you that might be inspired to
create a similar scheme?
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Living in
harmony
• The hydro shows it is possible
to harness our natural resources
in a way that is good for people
and good for the planet
 OLH commissioned a local artist to
make a series of mosaics celebrating
our centuries old relationship with the river
 Each design features a native
species nominated by local residents
 They also incorporate pottery fragments
found in local back gardens and allotments
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Task 3:
The power
of water….
• The challenge
 The river has inspired poets and
artists throughout history. Using the
story of Osney Lock Hydro to inspire
you, write a poem in celebration of the
river and renewable hydropower
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 The river has inspired poets and
artists throughout history. Using the
story of Osney Lock Hydro to inspire
you, write a poem in celebration of the
river and renewable hydropower
Think about descriptive language and choose your adjectives carefully
Think about the rhythm of the turbine as it rotates!
You might like to present your poem with illustrations inspired by the river
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What have
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What have
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• What is the name of the river that
(with its streams) borders Osney island?
• What building situated on the riverbank
opposite Osney Island opened in 1892?
• In April 2013 residents were able to
invest in the hydro by buying what?
• What have been installed to increase the
amount of green electricity generated at OLH?
• Why have volunteers planted a variety of shrubs
and flowering plants in the area around the hydro?
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All images used are royalty free, ‘Creative Commons’ and free to use for non-commercial purposes
Sources include:
https://www.freeimages.com
https://pixabay.com
https://unsplash.com
www.osneylockhydro.org.uk
Microsoft online pictures search (Creative Commons only)
Further information about self-guided and guided tours of Osney Lock Hydro is available at www.osneylockhydro.org.uk
These materials are free to use and reproduce however we respectfully ask that you do not edit them
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